ON THE STRUCTURE OF BOOLEAN ORTHOPOSETS
Boolean orthoposets were defined in [8] as a kind of modular orthoposets admitting a full set of states. It is the class of orthocomplemented modular partially ordered sets (modular orthoposets) with the additional property: a b'«-* a A b = 0. Boolean orthoposets are so close to Boolean algebras that many theorems about Boolean algebras hold for them as well. Some aspeot of this theory have been considered by J.Klukowski [4] and [5] , and C.Lapiiiska [6] . The aim of the present work is to develope further the theory of Boolean orthoposets, in particular the investigation of theire structure. Methods of Boolean algebras will be used troughout.
Partially ordered sets with orthocomplementation can be viewed upon not only as a generalization of Boolean algebras, but they can be interpreted as built from Boolean algebras, since for every aeP the set {0,a,a' ,1] forms a Boolean algebra. Henoe each orthocomplemented partially ordered set can be treated as an amalgamation of Boolean algebras. The properties of these algebras determine, to some extent, the properties of that set. One of the aims of the present paper is to elucidate this fact.
To make this paper self-contained, we recall basic definitions (see [4] , [5] ). Definition 0.1. Let (P,<,') denote a partially ordered set with a unary operation' called complemen- It follows from (1) - (4) that P has the greatest element 0' = 1 and a v a' =1 for all a e P. fooreover, a < b implies a v (a' A b) = b for a,be P. Therefore every
Boolean orthoposet is an orthomodular poset. Of coarse, a
Boolean algebra is a Boolean orthoposet, but there are Boolean orthoposets which are not Boolean algebras (see [5] -498 - (1) h(a' ) = h(a)' for every ae F^;
(ii) for all a,b e P 1 , if a^b = 0 then h(a) v h(b) exists in ? 2 and h(avb) = h(a)vh(b). By a two-valued homomorphism of a Boolean orthoposet P we shall understand any homomorphism of P into a two-element Boolean algebra. The basic properties of homomorphisms of Boolean orthoposets were studiet in [5] . The following lemma is a useful generalization of Theorem 2.4 in [5] V b a a + = s exists. Evidently s<a and s^b. Let teT * yeP be such that y<a, y<b and y<s. Since every Boolean orthoposet is disjunctive (see [5] Theorem 3.2), there is c tP, c ^ 0 such that c < y and cas = 0} accordingly c a b a a^ = 0, so that c a a^ = 0 and we have c a a = O'j but c<a, which is a contradiction. Therefore s is the greatest lower bound of a and b so that s = b a V a + . teT It is know (see [9] ), that the set ( A t}teT su^a l8ebras of A is independent, i.e. a1a 8 ^ A • • • A 8^ ^ 0 for every finite sequence of non-zero elements a^ chosen from subalgebras with different indices. It is obvious that t^T A t = i 0 » 1 )* Consider P = LJ A, with the same order and complementation teT z as in A. P is a suborthoposet of the Boolean algebra A, considered as a Boolean orthoposet. Since the set { A -t]t£T is independent, it is easy to see, that (P,<,' ) Is an orthomodular poset, but not Boolean orthoposet (for non-zero elements a,beP such that a e A^ , b e At and t^ ^ t^, we have a Ab = 0 in P and neither a < b' nor b < a') • With the aid of Lemma 0.5 it is easy to ven m rify that the set of all elements of the form /\ eil£ is
1=1 k=1
a Boolean suborthoposet of P, so that it is a Boolean orthoposet. Since any two elements in this set have in it a greatest lower bound, this set is a Boolean algebra (see [5] , Lemma 1). Remark . Lemma 1.5 does not hold for all orthomodular posets -see the orthoposet P in Example 1.2.
It follows from Def.0.1, Lemma 1.5 and Lemma 2.2 in [6] , that the following lemmas hold (we omit the proofs which are not difficult). Lemma 1,6, If EcP is a set of mutually orthogonal (disjoint) elements of P, then there exists a Boolean subalgebra A of P such that EcA. Lemma 1.7. If C cP is a chain, i.e. c1 < Cg on Cg < c1 for every c^cgc C, then there exists a Boolean subalgebra A of P such that CcA.
-501 - If Z is the center of a Boolean orthoposet P and A is an arbitrary Boolean subalbegra of P, then there exists a Boolean subalgebra of P containing A uZ.
Since the set-theoretical union of an arbitrary chain (with respect to the inclusion) of Boolean subalgebras of a Boolean orthoposet P is also a Boolean subalgebra of P, it follows from the Kuratowski-Zorn lemma that there exists in P a maximal Boolean subalgebra. we infer that there is a Boolean subalgebra of P containing Au{a]. Because A is maximal, ae A. Therefore the join of any m-indexed set of disjoint elements of A exists in A, accordingly A is m-complete Boolean algebra (m-regular suborthoposet of A -see [6] ).
Extension of homomorphisms
Let be a partially ordered set and A a subset oi F.
We assume the following notation (see [5] ): 2) For every element a Q ^ 1, a Q e P there exists a maximal ideal containing a Q .
3) An ideal of P is maximal iff for every a 6 P it contains exactly one of the elements a, a'.
A) For every maximal ideal I of P there exists a two-valued homomorphism h such that h(a) = 0 for a e I and h(a) = 1 for a i I.
Of course, if I is an ideal of P and B C P is a Boolean subalgeb ra of P then I n B is an ideal of the Boolean algebra B. It is know (see [9] ) that if X is a nonempty topological space, then the family C of regular closed subsets of this space is a Boolean algebra under the operations V, A , Evidently, every maximal Boolean subalgebra of P is a Boolean algebra with the same operations as in P. Let [bt : je rj be the set of all maximal Boolean subalgebras of P. We can check that this set satisfies the conditions of Definition 3.2.
In fact, we have (i) and (ii) Obvious.
(iii) If x < y and y < z, i.e. 0 < x < z < 1, then by Lemma 1.7 there is a Boolean subalgebra of P containing x and z, so that also there is g e T such that x,z t By and x z.
(iv), (v; Obvious.
(vi) To prove this condition we have to show, that for x,y e P and y < x' , if x ^ z and y < z then there is 6e T such that x,y,ze B^. If y x' then xAy = 0 so that xvy exists in P. If moreover x< z and y< z then ivj < z and the element w = (xvj)'a z exists in P. Since x, y, w are mutually orthogonal, there is a Boolean subalgebra of P (see Lemma 1.6), which contains x,y,w as well as z = xvy vw, consequently there is <5 e T such that x.y.zeB^-.
This condition simply means that for each pair of orthogonal elements x,y e P there exists a maximal Boolean subalgebra of P, which contains x and y. This is true for any Boolean orthoposet. Therefore the set (b-J : •jeTj is a Boolean logical structure. For every xtP, i belongs to the four-element Boolean algebra (o,x,x' , lj. Hence for every xe P, x belongs to a maximal Boolean subalgebra of P. so that P = U B .
jer Moreover, for x,y e P and x < y there is a maximal Boolean subalgebra By of P which contains x and y and clearly x y likewise as x 1 = NjX for x e By. Therefore (P,c,' ) is the logic associated with the Boolean logical structure of all maximal Boolean subalgebras of P. Of course, C^ is a Boolean algebra for every Lemma 4.5. The map h : P -» B defined above is a monomorphism of Boolean orthoposet P into the Boolean algebra B.
Proof. First we show that h is a homomorphism. Since ij(x' ) = i?(x) ' for every j e we have h(x' ) = = h(x) ' for every itP, By the condition (vii) in def.3.3, if x /\ y = 0 then there is 7 t r such that xeB^ and y t Bj ao that xvy e B7. Hence for orthogonal elements x and y we have h(x^y) = ij(ivj) = (x) v i, (y) =h(x)v h(y). Therefore both conditions in Definition 0.3 hold. From the definition of the map h it follows that h(x) = 0 iff x = 0, accordingly h is a monomorphism (see corollary 3.3 in [5] ). Theorem 4.6. For any Boolean orthoposet P there exists a Boolean algebra B and a monomorphism h:P-»B such that for every homomorphism gsP--A of P into a boolean algebra A there is a unique homomorphism f:3 -A such that fh = g, i.e. such that the following diagram commutes Proof.
Since every Boolean orthoposet can be considered (see Theorem 3.4) as the logic associated with a Boolean logical structure (By : j £ H it suffices to take the direct limit (B, (i^ : Xe Aj) of the partially ordered system of Boolean algebras generated by this structure. From the condition (b) and from Lemma 4.5 it follows that h satisfies the conditions of the theorem. This completes the proof.
Remark.
As we have seen in Example 2.4, in general the l.u.b. and g.l.b. of set containing more than two elements are not preserved by homomorphisms of Boolean orthoposatis (even by monomorphisms). 
